this paper, we present a family of precondltloners well adapted to the solution of linear problems that arise from a particular dlscretlsatlon of shallow water equations m the flux form The formulation of the shallow water equations used here IS dlscretlsed m time usmg the method of characterlstlcs and the Euler lmphclt method, and solved by a duality technique with automatic choice of parameters
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper 1s to describe a family of precondltloners that have proved to be very efficient at lmprovmg the convergence and reducing the computmg time needed to solve a given numerical algorithm The interest m the design of such precondltloners arises m the development of a numerical model for oceanographical appllcatlons
The convergence problems that may appear when solving the linear systems m such apphcatlons led us to analyse the nature of these problems and try to build a precondltloner (or a family of precondltloners) well adapted to this nature The numerical model we talk about considered a multilayer shallow water approxlmatlon of the fluid (see [l] ) I n order to solve numerically the nonlinear problems appearing at each time lteratlon, an adaptation of the duality method proposed by Bermtidez and Moreno m [2] was used In [1, 3] , a variant of this method which improves the convergence of the algorithm IS proposed To further improve the convergence of the algorithm, a new precondltloner was designed and used In this paper, we ~111 describe this family of mcomplete LU-based precondltloners In This research has been partially supported by the C I C Y T (Pro@ MAR97-1055-C02-01) 
where 77 1s the elevation above a reference level (the mean sea level, for example), H 1s the depth from the reference level to the bottom of the basin, and h = H + 77 1s the thickness of the layer, a 1s the average velocity through the depth, & = hii the flux, g the gravity, and F represents external forces (Conohs, wind, and bottom effects) Here, (0,T) 1s the time mterval where the flow 1s studied and R represents the horizontal projection of the volume occupied by water, whose boundary will be represented by d R To solve this set of equations, suitable mltlal and boundary condltlons must also be considered For sake of slmphclty of the presentation, let & n = 0 at d s1
and F = 0 As the ideas behind the development of precondltloners do not need to introduce the multilayer model, we will keep the formulation (1) of the one-layer model (the reader 1s addressed to [l] for the multilayer formulation)
Numerical Resolution
The dlscretlsatlon m time of the equations 1s performed by using a method of charactens- 
To dlscretlse problem (4) m space, Rawzart-Thnas mured finite elements [6] have been used
Let flh be a triangulated mesh of the bldlmenslonal domain 0, we define Vh, the space of vector functions which are polynomials of degree one on each triangle, dlscontmuous on the edges of the elements but whose normal components are contmuous and constant on them and n/r, the space of piecewise constant functions
RESOLUTION OF THE LINEAR SYSTEMS-PRECONDITIONERS
The numerical scheme used here to dlscretlse the shallow water equations needs, at each time step t,, the resolution of a fixed-point problem At each iteration of the fixed-point algorithm, (0) precondltlon matrix has the same zero-structure as matrix A This 1s also true for all LU(k)-type precondltlon matrices with k < ko, for a given ko depending on the number of nonzero coefficients of the complete LU factorlsed matrix
The most delicate part m the process of building an LU(k)-type precondltloner matruc 1s the computation of its zero-structure, not all the coefficients and diagonals have the same "weight" m the complete LU decomposltlon The structure of the dlscretlsed problem described m previous sections allows us to develop a well-adapted strategy to determine the zero-structure of the precondltloner matrices We develop this strategy m the next paragraph
Nonzero

Structure of the LU(k)-Type Preconditioner Matrices
Keeping m mmd (7), it stands to reason that if C* 1s a good precondltloner for A", it will also be a good precondltloner for An+', so it IS reasonable to say that the structure of nonzero coefficients remains unchanged during the numerical mtegratlon Using this prmclple, only the zero-structure of the mltlal precondltloner Co has to be computed and P, Vn E N, mherlts this structure
The procedure followed to determine the structure of the LU(k)-type precondltloner matrur, Co for k > 0 can be split mto the following steps Compute the Ic-pivots L,,, and U,,, so that approximately the k% of the absolute value of the coefficients of L (respectively, V) are greater than L,,, (respectively, V,,,)
We impose on the precondltloner matrix Co to have, at least, the same nonzero structure of matrix A0 Note that the structure of An 1s the same for all n 2 0, because it only depends on mesh connectlvltles The former mmlmal structure 1s ennched, if necessary, up to the k% of the nonzero elements of L, and U 1s reached This 1s done, from the diagonals with greatest norms up to the diagonals with smaller norms, by the ehmmatlon of the coefficients of L (respectively, U), whose absolute values are smaller than L,,, (respectively, V,,,)
Once the zero-structure 1s defined for Co, and, consequently, for Cn, Vn > 0, their coefficients must be calculated At this stage, an usual algorithm for computmg an mcomplete LU factorlzatlon IS used (see [7, 8] for further details)
In practice, we can avold computmg the coefficients of C" at each time iteration In fact,
as A" z An+' and K2(An) x K2(An+'), their precondltloners, C" and Cnfl, respectively, are practically the same, therefore, C" 1s used instead of C n+l The coefficients of the precondltloner matrix are computed only if the fluctuation between matrices 1s large This strategy 1s very efficient for any time step and does not present convergence problems (see Tables 1 and 2 for numerical results) 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section presents a comparison between the different precondltloners obtamed by varying the value of .the parameter k The computational domam 1s a 64 km long (XI), 21 km wide (~2) channel A 1 Sv (1 Sv = lo6 m3s-') input flow 1s imposed at the edge of the channel located at x1 = 0 The same output 1s imposed at the other end of the channel, located at x1 = 64
At the channel walls, normal components of the flow equal to zero are considered As mltlal condltlons, the water 1s taken to be at rest and with no elevation at the free surface
In the first example, the depth of the channel 1s taken to be constant and equal to 1OOm
In the second example, the depth of the channel 1s given by the followmg smusoldal function H(Xl, X2) = 90 cos(z~/4ooo + 7r/2) + 100
Problem (1) has been solved m the domam described above until reachmg a stationary state The mesh considered for this comparison has 4855 nodes The time step 1s At = 12Os, and the stationary state 1s reached after 800 iterations Table 1 summarizes some of the data referrmg to Test 1 channel with constant depth The total CPU time spent m a dual-PentmmII 333MHz (under Lmux system), dependmg on the values of the parameter k 1s displayed, as well as the mean number of iterations of the iterative method used to solve the linear system (lterat )
We can see that the reduction m computmg time and number of iterations 1s larger for values of k between 0 and 30 In order to measure the performance of the LU(k) precondltloner matrices, we have introduced the followmg definition for efficiency
In other words, efficiency Ef(k) gives the ratio between the average CPU-time spent and the average of nonzero coefficients (or used memory) related to the standard mcomplete LU factorlzatlon Note that Ef(O) = 10 Table 1 shows the evolution of the efficiency, Ef(k), as a function of k Note that the greatest values for the efficiency are concentrated around k = 20 and k = 40
Fol these pitlameters, the efficiency 1s greater than 1 Table 2 gathers the data from the numerical experiment performed m the channel with variable depth Test 2 Note that if k = 0, total CPU time rises up to 11902 units, while value k = 15 reduces computmg time down to 3819 units Again, thele can be observed a larger reduction of CPU trme for k values between 15 and 40 Note that m this example, the largest values for Ef (k) are also concentrated between k = 15 and k = 40
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the LU(k)-type precondltloner considered m this paper improves convelgence speed m the resolution of linear problems, and, consequently, the CPU time spent m solving shallow-water problems The same strategy can be used m problems where matrices are time dependent and their condltlomng numbers are practically the same
